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Uploading Journal Entries from Excel 

Using Excel, you may create journal entries for upload to the AS400.  The uploaded entries may 

add to an existing batch of journal entries, overwrite an existing batch, or create a batch if one 

does not already exist.  Your added batch will have full edit capability, just as it would if you had 

entered it using the Budget Menu, option 7, ‘Access Budget Journal Entries.’ 

The set-up in Excel to download to and from the AS400 is easy.  Just give OSAS a call and we will 

be happy to walk you through the process.  You only have to do this one time. 

When the set-up is complete, Excel will have a new ‘Add-ins’ tab.  The following is a screen shot 

from Excel 2010.  Yours may appear somewhat differently, depending on your version of Excel.   

 

 

There are also two small icons on your Add-Ins custom toolbar.  In this case, the icon on the 

right is the one for transferring data to the AS400.  When you hover your cursor above each 

icon, Excel will display their purpose.  In the following image, the cursor hovered over the icon 

on the right.  A small box appeared which indicated that this is the icon to use to transfer data 

to the AS400. 
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OSAS will provide three files which will work in unison to upload your Journal entries.  Each is 

entitled ‘Journal Entry,’ with unique file extensions specific to their individual file type.  The trio 

should be placed in the following location:   C:\OSAS\Programs. 

Uploads begin with the Excel template, ‘Journal_Entry.xls.’  The template contains all the fields 

in the journal entry file.  The following image shows the layout of the template. 

 

It is important to maintain the integrity of the template in order for the upload to complete 

successfully.  The following rules apply: 

1. Columns may be reordered to your preference for ease of entry.  So, if you wish to 

move the date field from column ‘I’ to column ‘A’, you may.   This will not affect the 

upload process. 

2. Unwanted columns may be deleted.  However, the absence of certain columns 

(information) may lead to errors on the edit listing.  For example, if you choose to 

delete the EEIN (column N), the file will upload successfully, but you may receive 

warnings/error messages on your edit listing if you have entries which contain payroll 

objects. 

3. The column headers must not be modified.  The successful upload of your file depends 

on these descriptions remaining as they are.  Furthermore, if your entries exceed the 

width of the columns, your data may be truncated.  

 

Enter your journal entries into the template.  Numbers should be entered with decimals, rather 

than without decimals, and with no comma separator.   

 

Negative numbers should be formatted as in the above example. 
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When you are ready to upload your data, highlight the data to be uploaded, including the 

column headings. 

 

Then, click the icon to upload the file to the AS400. 

 

The ‘Transfer to iSeries Request’ window will appear.   

   

 

When you see this window – 

Check the ‘First row is column 
name(s)’ box. 

 

Verify that the data you selected 
corresponds with the cell positions. 

 

Click ‘Create from file’ and then click 
‘Browse.’ 

 

Navigate to 
C:|OSAS\Progtrams\Journal_Entry.dtt 
or to where you have otherwise saved 
your file. 

 

Click ‘OK.’ 
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You may encounter messages as the process ontinues. 

 

 

 

 

 

This message will 

 occur frequently. 

 Just click ‘OK.’ 

This message may 

 occur also. 

 Click ‘OK.’ 
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To import your entries and to run an edit listing, select option 5 from the main budget menu – 

‘Import Journal Entries From Excel.’ 

 

 

You may select ‘C’ to clear (empty) the file if you have previously uploaded records that contain 

errors.  This option will clear the file so that you may then upload a corrected file. 

At this point, you decide whether you want to append 

(add) records to the existing file, overwrite (replace) 

the existing file, or clear all entries from the file and 

start over.  Enter the proper letter selection. 
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When you have uploaded your file, a report will be sent to your report out queue entitled, 

‘Journal Entry Upload Error Listing.’  It contains any error records and provides details about the 

errors.  This listing will be blank if there are no errors in the uploaded file.  The following is the 

sample report, showing errors in the account numbers. 

 

You may also run a Budget Journal Edit (#8 from the budget menu).  This will print a report of 

the imported records.  In this case, we received an error message. 

 

You will receive validation that 

records were imported into an 

OSAS journal Entry file. 
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Below is the copy of the Budget Journal Edit (obtained by running #8 above), which indicates 

the same error – ‘Budget account does not exist in the budget master, or is closed or deleted.’ 

 

 

From here, you may access/edit the uploaded entries using Option #7 – Access Budget Journal 

Entries – OR you may make the corrections in the Excel file and upload again.   To make changes 

in the AS400, select #7, and enter the transaction number. 

 

All uploaded entries will show 

a ‘U’ in the reference field. 

The record # corresponds 

with the line number 

from your Excel file. 
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The following screen appears.  Note that this is transaction #3 and that it corresponds to the 

third record in the Excel file we uploaded.  You may make necessary changes here. 

 

The other option for making corrections is to correct the Excel file and upload it again.  

 

If you have questions about the upload process, or if you want to try uploading a journal entry 

file to the AS400, call us.  We have the template (and the answers) you need. 

OSAS Technical Support:  541-266-4041 

Remember to select the ‘O’ option to 

overwrite the original entries! 


